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AC Milan 1-0 WYDAD
Aspire Football Dreams 1-1 Real Madrid

Tottenham 2-4 Paris Saint-Germain F.C.
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Al Kass International Cup

EUROPEAN POWERS 
CLASH ON AL KASS 
DAY THREE

The third day of the 2018 Al Kass 
International Cup featured dazzling skill, 
heartbreak and nail-biting football as the 
world’s top Under-17 teams continued to do 
battle at Aspire Zone. The knockout round, 
which commences tomorrow, began to 
take shape, with Real Madrid securing the 
top of Group B and Aspire Football Dreams 
also punching their ticket to the next stage. 

A physical opening match pitted AC Milan 
against AC Wydad, who were looking to 
recover from a loss in their opening match. 
The Italians opened aggressively, with 
a series of near-misses turned away by 
both the woodwork and Wydad keeper 
Taha Mourid. The game went into halftime 
scoreless, with momentum clearly with Milan.

Milan’s Riccardo Tonin had a golden 
chance to break the deadlock early in the 
second half when he stepped to the spot 
for a penalty. But Mourid expertly blocked 
his shot, and the rebound went wide. 
Alas, the Moroccan keeper’s one lapse 
would prove costly. In the 78th minute, he 
let a straightforward shot slip through his 
grasp, giving Niccolo’ Corti a gift goal—an 
unfortunate coda to a remarkable game 
from Mourid.

In the second match, Real Madrid and 
Aspire Football Dreams were both all but 
assured of qualification, and used the 
opportunity to tune up for the later stages. 
Real Madrid sent out an almost entirely new 
lineup, and the fresh legs paid off in the 
23rd minute, when new face Eneko Gines 
sent in a free kick that Javier Domniguez 
hammered home.

Aspire Football Dreams levelled just before 
halftime, however, as Christian Otabil 
advanced into the area down the left side 
and evaded Real keeper Toni Ribera for his 
second goal of the tournament. 

The second half saw a continuation of the 
competitive play, with both sides pushing for 
the advantage. An offside call negated an 
Aspire goal at the one-hour mark, and the 
pace slowed in the game’s final stages. 

Tuesday evening concluded with a cross-
Channel rivalry match between England’s 
Tottenham Hotspur and France’s Paris Saint-
Germain. PSG put themselves in an early 
hole with a careless giveaway leading to a 
Enock Asante goal, and nearly gifted Asante 
a second moments later. But PSG settled 
and levelled on a rocket off the foot of Adil 
Aouchiche. Alexandre Fressange finished on a 
cross in the 28th minute, giving PSG the lead. 

The Spurs, playing their second game in 
two days, were clearly tired, but Dilan 
Markanday set up Asante for his second 
goal of the game early in the second half 
to equalise. The English joy was short-lived, 
though, as Fressange fired his second of the 
game from close range two minutes later. 
On 76 minutes, Loic Soh added an insurance 
goal for the French, sending Tottenham out 
of the tournament. 

In today’s final day of the group stage, 
AC Milan and Espérance play at 3:30 pm, 
followed by Benfica and Aspire Academy at 
5:35 pm. Kashiwa Reysol and PSG close out 
the evening in a battle for the top of Group 
D at 7:40 pm. 
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“I’m happy that these young players to have the opportunity to be faced with different cultures 

and in another country,” he said. “I think there are some promising young players who have 

potential, but they are still young, and the Al Kass tournament presents an opportunity to 

demonstrate their quality and their talent.”

Niccolo’ Corti,
AC Milan
Game-winning goal versus 
Wydad AC

Leslie Adeniah, 
Aspire Football Dreams
Captained AFD to 1-1 draw 
versus Real Madrid 

Alexandre Fressange, 
PSG
2 goals in 2-0 win over 
Tottenham Hotspur

BIG NAMES 
BRING FANS 
TO AL KASS

PSG LEGEND SPEAKS

TOP PLAYERS OF MATCH DAY ONE
Match 1 Match 2 Match 3

As the 2018 Al Kass International 
Cup settled into its familiar 
annual rhythm on Match Day 
Three, fans from across Doha 
gathered at Aspire Zone for 
another night of top-class 
Under17- football. 

As the 2018 Al Kass International 
Cup settled into its familiar 
annual rhythm on Match Day 
Three, fans from across Doha 
gathered at Aspire Zone for 
another night of top-class 
Under-17 football. 

Al Kass is known for attracting 
some of the world’s top clubs, 
and last night was no exception, 
as European giants Real Madrid, 
Tottenham Hotspur, Paris Saint-
Germain and AC Milan all took 
the pitch.

It was the Italian side that drew 
fan Michele Muccilli to Aspire. 
“I’m new to Qatar, and as soon 
as I found out about Al Kass, 
I knew I would be attending, 
especially since my team, AC 
Milan, is playing,” he said after 
Milan’s 1-0 win over Wydad AC. 
“I think that this tournament is 
important because it gives young 
players a chance to play against 
many international teams, giving 
them great experience for their 
careers.”

Defending tournament 
champions Real Madrid 
opened the tournament with 
a resounding 6-2 win over 
Fenerbahçe, but had a tougher 
go of it yesterday against Aspire 
Football Dreams. 

Mark Edwards, attending his 
third straight Al Kass tournament, 
was enthusiastic about his club, 
saying, “I lived in Spain for a long 
time, and that’s why I support 
Real Madrid. I think they stand a 
good chance of securing the title 
for a second year running.”

Luis Fernández, who spent the bulk of a 15-year professional football career with Paris Saint-
Germain, was at Al Kass yesterday to watch his old club take on Tottenham Hotspur. Fernández, 
who started with PSG at age 19, said tournaments such as Al Kass are critical for youth football 
development.
 

Quote of The Day

“So far, we’ve had a fantastic experience at Al Kass. Three years ago, I was here for A Kass, so 

I know expectations are high, and I warned the team of this so they would be prepared. Being 

here is a great opportunity for them to grow as football players.”

Simone Baldo, Coach, AC Milan
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Match Score

AC Milan

X

WYDAD

MILAN’S DOMINANCE FINALLY 
BRINGS REWARD AGAINST WYDAD
AC Milan secured a narrow one-goal victory 
over Wydad, despite dominating the match 
from start to finish. The Moroccans had 
goalkeeper Taha Mourid to thank for keeping 
the scoreline respectable, although it was his 
error that allowed the Italians to prevail, after 
he had conjured a series of world-class saves.

Milan’s players would have been aware of 
their club’s proud history at Al Kass, and of 
how progress from U-17 level to first team is 
possible. Striker Patrick Cutrone was one of 
the star players of Al Kass 2014, when Milan 
finished third. He is now lighting up Serie A, 
having come through the Rossoneri’s ranks. 
Cutrone’s career trajectory provides an 
inspiration to the Al Kass Class of 2018, and 
proof that talent, dedication and application 
can eventually bring success.

Wydad had come off second best in a highly 
physical encounter against Esperance Tunis 
on Sunday evening, but this time round they 
were given more time on the ball to settle. 

While Wydad tended to sit deep, Milan 
adopted an adventurous approach, with 
three attackers supported by two advanced 
midfielders when in possession. The best 
of the early chances fell to Milan skipper 
Riccardo Tonin on 13 minutes, who rose 
unmarked to glance a header wide of the 
left-hand post.

Then, a moment of brilliance from Daniel 
Maldini almost led to the opener, when his 
free kick from 25 yards looked to be flying 
into the top right corner, only to be expertly 
tipped over by Mourid.

However, the Wydad stopper was a mere 
spectator when, around the half-hour mark, 
Sianka Haidara smashed a volley onto the 
woodwork from just inside the area. 

Soon after, a marauding run from Giacomo 
Olzer was brought to an abrupt halt by a wild 
challenge from Wydad captain Mhammed 
Rabii, who was booked. Olzer took the free 
kick himself, and forced another impressive 
save from Mourid, low to his right.

Milan were now firmly on top, controlling 
possession and crafting all the chances. It 
seemed only a matter of time before they 
turned their dominance into goals. 

With 10 minutes of the half remaining, Maldini 
should have scored after he latched onto 
Riccardo Bruni’s low cross from the right, but 
he somehow contrived to miscue his effort 
from a few yards out.

In the absence of goals, the game became 
increasingly physical, with wild challenges 
flying in and tempers fraying. Referee Ahmed 
Hussain did well to keep things flowing, when 
the temptation must have been to reach for 
his cards.

The second period got underway with Milan 
reasserting their dominance, creating and 
wasting many chances. The best of these 
arrived on 52 minutes, when Tonin
teed up Olzer – by now, his team’s standout 
performer – who fired just over from the edge 
of the area.

Moments later, their best chance of the 
game arrived when the referee awarded a 
penalty to Milan. Tonin stepped up and shot 
well, but Mourid produced an outstanding 
save, and Haidara sliced the rebound 
horribly wide.  

A nasty collision on the hour mark between 
Wydad’s Aziz Mouncef and Milan keeper 
Leonardo Uzzo, as they competed to get 
on the end of a high ball, saw both players 
require treatment. The unfortunate Uzzo was 
forced from the field, to be replaced by 
Niccolo Zanellato.

By now, Wydad were beginning to display 
some attacking intent – albeit with little end 
product – as Milan’s frustration grew. It was 
now the Italians’ turn to sit deep as Tonin and 
Olzer became more isolated up front. Head 
Coach Simone Baldo introduced some fresh 
legs, with Alberto Barazzetta and Edoardo 
Brusa replacing Maldini and Andrea Porrini. 
Re-energised, Milan once again laid siege to 
the Wydad goal, with wave upon wave of 
attacks repelled by the Moroccan backline.

The Italians had wasted so many chances 
that it was surprising when they finally went 
ahead in the 78th minute. Mourid somehow 
let a straightforward shot squirm under his 
body, leaving Niccolo Corti with the simplest 
of finishes. In truth, it was no more than 
the Rossoneri deserved, although it was 
desperately unfortunate for Wydad’s keeper, 
who had easily been their man of the match 
up to that point.

Despite facing imminent elimination, Wydad 
maintained their conservative formation, 
reluctant to commit players forward in search 
of a precious equaliser. Ultimately, they paid 
the price, as Milan saw the remaining minutes 
out with a minimum of fuss.

1 0
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Mark Tompkins –
 Al Kass Analyst

It was bright and sunny when 
the Italian team came against 
the Moroccans on the field 
today. 

The wind had switched 
directions — opposite to the 
direction it had been blowing 
the last few days — and was 
behind AC Milan; they could 
take advantage of it if they 
wanted to. 

AC Milan had a good shot right 
from the opening of the game, 
and they were also keeping 
good possession of the ball. 

Although Haidara’s shot came 
in and hit the goal post, it was 
some great technique from the 
youngster. The Italians did not 
seem to like the tackles that 
were coming in from the other 
team. As the first half came to a 
close, it was still nil-nil. 

Nick Summerbee –
 Al Kass Analyst

AC Milan was taking control 
of the game in the second 
half, and was trying to keep 
possession of the ball. 

Olzer had a perfect shot in the 
start of the second half, and it 
went over the goal post. Hamdi 
was doing really well for Wydad; 
he was chasing the ball and 
working past the defender. 
I really felt that some of the 
players had to stop complaining, 
and get on with the game. 

There were a lot of AC Milan 
players on the ground, but 
none of the Wydad players 
were going down with any 
cramps. Haidara had some 
really fantastic chances tonight, 
but he really had to work on his 
finishing touches. 

The Wydad goalkeeper let the 
ball slip by beneath him, and 
Corti took that opening to bring 
a goal for AC Milan. Although 
Wydad did not bring a goal, I 
think they did really well in this 
game. 

Niccolo’ Corti, AC Milan
MVP of the Match

The Experts Say…

“Before Al Kass, the coach warned 

us that it would be a tough 

tournament. Our first game against 

Wydad, was challenging and we 

battled to score throughout the 

game. Thankfully, we managed to 

win the game and we look forward 

to our coming matches.”

Nicollo’ Zanellato, 
AC Milan

“From the start of the match, we 

played our style and we played a 

very strong game despite playing 

against one of the strongest teams 

in the world. Overall, competing 

in this tournament has been a 

wonderful experience. We have 

learned a lot as a team, and we 

hope to be back again for the next 

edition of Al Kass.”

Nadir Lougmani
Wydad 

12 Leonardo Uzzo GK
3 Gabriele Basani DF
4 Riccardo Bruni DF
7 Alessandro Sala MF
9 Riccardo Tonin (Cap.) FW
10 Daniel Maldini FW
11 Siaka Haidara FW
14 Giacomo Olzer MF
15 Andrea Porrini MF
16 Samuele Ruggeri DF
20 Tommaso Merletti DF

1 Taha Mourid GK
2 Saadeddine Ayar DF
3 Yassine Mima DF
5 Mhammed Rabii (Cap.) MF
7 Nadir Lougmani FW
8 Aziz Mouncef DF
9 Ayeman Hamdi FW
15 Mounir Elharcha FW
19 Ayman Rchoq FW
21 Achraf Lafhal Alaoui MF
25 Yasser Alfirdaous MF

WYDAD

AC Milan
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Match Score

Aspire Football Dreams

X

Real Madrid

1 1

Aspire Football Dreams and Real Madrid 
fought out a gritty 1-1 draw in Match 8 of 
Al Kass 2018. With qualification virtually 
assured for both sides, the game nonetheless 
presented a valuable opportunity to assess 
progress against accomplished opposition.

Real had announced themselves as 
tournament favourites with an imperious 6-2 
victory over Fenerbahce in their opening 
game. AFD, meanwhile, had never looked 
anything other than comfortable in a routine 
2-0 win against the Turkish side. This game 
therefore promised an altogether tougher 
examination of each side’s true credentials. 

AFD boss Serine Dia had made only one 
change to his previous starting line-up, with 
Momodou Jallow slotting in at the back in 
place of Djakaria Barro.

In contrast, perhaps mindful of the demanding 
Al Kass schedule, Madrid head coach Manuel 
Fernandez had rung the changes for this 
match. Only two players – centre backs Sergio 
Santos and Javier Domniguez – survived from 
the previous first 11.

Pacheco had cause to be thankful for 
retaining his centre backs when, on 23 
minutes, his side took the lead. Eneko Gines 
swung a free kick in from the left, which was 
only partially cleared. Domniguez was first on 

the scene, blasting a bouncing ball into the 
roof of the net from eight yards out.

In a first half where very few chances arose, 
the goal provided a precious lead for Los 
Blancos, which they defended resolutely. 
Content to sit back and absorb pressure, Real 
sought to counterattack quickly when the 
opportunity arose.

For their part, Aspire continued to play their 
positive brand of possession football, seeking 
to prise open the well-drilled Real backline. 

Domniguez’ goal aside, there was nothing to 
choose between the two sides as the first half 
drew to a close. And, on the stroke of half 
time, AFD were level. 

Christian Otabil advanced into the area 
down the inside left channel, deftly evading 
a last-ditch challenge before slotting past 
Real keeper Toni Ribera. It was the striker’s 
second goal of the tournament, and set the 
stage for the second 45 minutes.

Barring a late and one-sided avalanche of 
goals, both teams were already assured of 
progressing to the knockout stage, thanks to 
Fenerbahce’s defeat in both games.

Yet the game remained hugely competitive 
in the early stages of the second half, with 

every loose ball chased down, and intricate 
approach play a feature of both sides’ styles.

Approaching the hour mark, Aspire had 
the ball in the net, only for an offside flag 
to intervene. Soon after, Madrid made two 
changes, and minutes later Barro replaced 
goalscorer Otabil for AFD. 

With mutual qualification assured, the pace 
inevitably dropped away in the game’s final 
quarter, with both sides seemingly content 
to treat the remainder of the game as a 
competitive training exercise. A series of 
half-chances came and went but, on each 
occasion, defence came out on top. Santos 
was particularly impressive at the back for 
Madrid, even embarking on the occasional 
surge forward that Aspire struggled to 
contain.

In the knockout phase, few teams will relish 
being drawn against AFD or Real, and 
both sides will doubtless be grateful for an 
opportunity to hone their tactics, as the 
business end of the tournament awaits. 

FOOTBALL 
DREAMS AND 
REAL EASE INTO 
KNOCKOUT 
STAGE
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The Experts Say…

Real Madrid

Aspire Football Dreams

Leslie Adeniah, Aspire Football Dreams 
MVP of the Match

22 Appiah Kubi GK
4 Momodou Jallow DF
5 Salim Diaby DF
8 Leslie Adeniah (Cap.) MF
10 Sibiry Keita MF
11 Isaac Nuhu FW
12 Isaac Annan DF
16 Jumai Jallow FW
17 Abdel Nassere Mfouatah DF
18 Shafic Ssebyala DF
19 Christian Otabil FW

13 Toni Ribera (Cap.) GK
2 Diego Lopez DF
4 Sergio Santos DF
5 Javier Domniguez DF
6 Eneko Gines MF
7 David Franco FW
9 Alex Mendoza FW
11 Javier Lancho FW
12 Esteban Caballero DF
16 Jorge Ramirez MF
17 Crisitan Garcia FW

Chris Makin –
 Al Kass Analyst

Aspire Football Dreams were 
showing some direct approach 
in the beginning of the first half, 
and Real Madrid was really 
good at defending. Both teams 
were showing some good 
pressure right from the start. 

There was a real good opener 
for Real Madrid 16 minutes into 
the clock, and they just had to 
make use of the opportunity.  It 
was Fores Mendoza, who came 
in with a free header, but it was 

cleared off by the goalkeeper. 
Real Madrid was slowly getting 
into the game and taking 
a hold of the match.  The 
pressure eventually paid off, 
when Santos came in with that 
glorious goal; you could really 
feel it coming. 

Aspire Football Dreams were 
back in the game, minutes 
before the second half came 
to a finish. It was a fabulous 
finish by Otabil, after Santos 
went down on the ground.

Nick Summerbee –
 Al Kass Analyst

Santos had a good control of 
the ball tonight, and he worked 
really hard for that first goal. 
What I really like about Real 
Madrid is, when they get a 
goal, they open up and keep 
up the pressure. 

Aspire Football Dreams was 
playing into midfield, but they 
were not pushing forward at 
all in the first half; they really 
needed to step it up.  Aspire 
Football Dreams had a good 

chance of bringing a goal with 
a free kick in the second half, 
but it came off target. There 
was a good tackle on midfield 
by Real Madrid, but it was 
looking too tight to really build 
up anything. 

The Spanish were putting on 
good pressure; they just had 
to get in there and step it up a 
little bit. 

“Although we conceded a goal in the 

first half, we managed to remain 

focused and motivated. Our coach 

always motivates us to do our best, 

and that’s what we did. “

Leslie Adeniah, 
Aspire Football Dreams

“So far, we have gone up against 

two very strong teams, which 

has kept us on top form. Aspire 

Football Dreams were definitely the 

physically stronger team and we 

struggled to maintain possession of 

the ball, but we are pleased with a 

draw.”

Sergio Santos
Real Madrid 
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The third game of Day 3 at Al Kass 2018 was 
also the most eagerly anticipated. Paris 
Saint-Germain – ever-present at all seven 
editions of the tournament, and victors in 
2015 – matched up against Al Kass debutants 
Tottenham Hotspur. 

Ultimately, PSG secured a convincing 4-2 
victory against a Spurs team who were clearly 
feeling the aftereffects of last night’s exertions. 
The English youngsters were extremely 
unfortunate to have been on the wrong end 
of a 3-2 scoreline the previous evening against 
Kashiwa Reysol, having exhibited massive 
potential in a game they should have won. 
Tonight, they had no option but to win if they 
were to continue their Al Kass journey.

And, to their credit, Tottenham immediately 
showed that they were fully focussed on the 
task in hand, and took the lead in remarkable 
fashion with the game less than two minutes 
old. 

There seemed little danger when Paris keeper 
Trey Vimalin surveyed the field with the ball at 
his feet, but his diagonal pass to Curtis Fiawoo 
on the edge of the area put the defender 
in trouble. In desperation, he attempted to 
return the ball to Vimalin, only for rapid striker 
Enock Asante to cut out the weak pass and 
finish into an empty net.

Moments later, Asante almost doubled 
the advantage in similar circumstances, 
capitalising on Vimalin’s suspect footwork to 
tackle the keeper, only for the ball to roll wide 
of the left-hand post.

PSG were certainly not intimidated by these 
early setbacks, and almost drew level when 
Tanguy Coulibaly pounced on a rebound 
but somehow fired wide, with the goal at his 
mercy.

Within seconds, however, the equaliser arrived 
when Spurs failed to clear their lines and Adil 
Aouchiche drilled home from 12 yards into the 
top right corner.

Midfielder Edmond Maghoma had controlled 
the game against Kashiwa, but initially 
struggled to impose himself on proceedings, 
with fatigue or tactical tweaks possible 
factors as he sat deep. Instead, Tottenham 
were reliant on Jneil Bennett as their primary 
attacking outlet, with his pacey runs down the 
left asking questions of the PSG backline.

For the Parisians, Providence was a constant 
threat on the right, and the tricky winger was 
the architect of PSG’s second, on 28 minutes, 
when he ended a characteristic burst down 
the flank with an accurate low cross that 
Alexandre Fressange struck first time, the 

ball squeezing under luckless Spurs keeper 
Oluwaferanmi Oluwayemi. 

Tottenham were desperate to find a way 
back into the game, and the tournament, but 
it was slow going against a PSG side who grew 
increasingly commanding as the second half 
unfolded, with Coulibaly causing constant 
problems for Spurs right back Maximus Tainio.

And then, out of nowhere, Tottenham 
levelled. Dilan Markanday, advancing into 
the area, was first to a high diagonal ball 
from deep on the right, and his touch found 
Asante, who made no mistake from 10 yards.

Parity lasted only two minutes, however, as 
Fressange fired his second of the game from 
close range to make it 3-2 to PSG. 

On 65 minutes, Spurs head coach Scott Parker 
made a positive change, replacing midfielder 
Chukwunonso Madueke with forward Maurizio 
Pochettino Grippaldi, who instantly took up an 
advanced position on the right wing. With PSG 
winning the battle in the centre of the pitch, 
the tactical switch was perhaps an attempt to 
exploit the wide areas. 

However, Paris appeared more than capable 
of repelling Spurs’ attacks, defending in 
numbers and breaking at speed wherever 
possible. This approach reaped further reward 
on 76 minutes when Loic Soh met a low cross 
six yards out and made no mistake with a first-
time effort.

Facing a 4-2 deficit, all seemed lost for Spurs, 
and Parker responded by withdrawing 
goalscorer Asante on 78 minutes for Max 
Robson, perhaps with a view to giving 
competitive match experience to the 
young midfielder. A couple of minutes later, 
Marqes Muir also made his tournament bow, 
replacing Luis Binks in the Spurs backline.

The changes did nothing to alter the course 
of the game, as PSG ultimately ran out worthy 
winners against a Tottenham side who had 
promised much but eventually ran out of 
steam. 

Match Score

Paris Saint-Germain F.C.

X

Tottenham

2 4

PARIS PREVAIL AGAINST 
TIRED TOTTENHAM
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The Experts Say…

“At the start of the game we were 

doing well, and after we equalised 

we seemed to gain momentum, but 

then I think due to complacency 

and excitement, we conceded 

another goal to PSG.” 

Dilan Markanday 
Tottenham 

“We played a good game against 

Tottenham—it was a great 

opportunity for us to show our 

talent and our manner of playing. 

That’s exactly what this tournament 

is about.”

Alexandre Fressange 
PSG

Tottenham Hotspur

Paris Saint-Germain F.C.

Alexandre Fressange, PSG
MVP of the Match

1 Oluwaferanmi Oluwayemi GK
3 Luis Binks DF
4 Dennis Cirkin DF
5 Maximus Tainio DF
6 Jamie Bowden (Cap.) MF
8 Dilan Markanday FW
10 Edmond Maghoma MF
11 Chukwunonso Madueke
12 Nile McKenzie John MF
14 J’Neill Lloyd-Bennett FW
19 Enock Asante FW

16 Trey Vimalin GK
3 Arthur Zagre DF
4 Loic Mbe Soh DF
5 Curtis Fiawoo DF
7 Timothee Pembele DF
9 Massinissa Oufella (Cap.) MF
11 Maxen Kapo MF
12 Adil Aouchiche MF
15 Tanguy Coulibaly FW
17 Ruben Providence FW
18 Alexandre Fressange FW

Mark Tompkins –
 Al Kass Analyst

It was a cool evening in Doha 
tonight, with perfect conditions 
to play football. It was a 
wonderful start of the game, 
when Tottenham brought a 
goal in less than two minutes on 
a mistake by Curtis. 

Paris Saint-Germain just had 
to regroup, and put the 
disappointment behind them, 
and that is exactly what they 
did. PSG was starting to pull 
the strings out, and Aouchiche 

took the chance to bring an 
opening goal for his team. 

It was too soon, and the 
goalkeeper just let the ball go 
through straight into the box. 
It was ten minutes to go for 
halftime, and PSG was leading 
2-1. 

Chris Makins –
 Al Kass Analyst

It was just not happening for 
Tottenham, 50 minutes into 
the game. In the second half, 
they were pushing forward, 
and looking for opportunities to 
bring an equalizing goal. 

It was a brilliant second goal 
by Asante, 58 minutes into the 
game, which set Tottenham 
back into the game. There was 
another goal from PSG, with just 
half an hour to go on the clock, 

and things were starting to look 
a bit more intense. 

As we approached the final 
quarter of the match, there was 
a brilliant fourth goal from Paris 
Saint-Germain; it was a build up 
play by Providence, and a shot 
into the box by Loic Soh. What 
a brilliant goal it was!
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GROUP STAGE

GROUP A GROUP B GROUP C GROUP D

SL Benfica Aspire Football 
Dreams AC Milan Paris Saint-

Germain F.C.

Guangzhou 
Evergrande Fenerbahçe S.K. Espérance 

Sportive de Tunis
Tottenham 
Hotspur F.C.

Aspire Academy Real Madrid Wydad AC Kashiwa Reysol

DATE NO. TEAMS TIME VENUE

Sun
21.01.

1 Real Madrid VS Fenerbahçe 16:25 5

2 Guangzhou VS Benfica 18:30 5

3 Espérance VS Wydad AC 20:35 5

Mon
22.01.

4 Aspire Football Dreams VS Fenerbahçe 15:30 4

5 Guangzhou VS Aspire Academy 17:35 4

6 Kashiwa VS Tottenham 19:40 4

Tue
23.01.

7 AC Milan VS Wydad AC 15:30 5

8 Aspire Football Dreams VS Real Madrid 17:35 5

9 Tottenham VS PSG 19:40 5

Wed
24.01.

10 AC Milan VS Espérance 15:30 4

11 Benfica VS Aspire Academy 17:35 4

12 Kashiwa VS PSG 19:40 4

POSITION 9 - 12

Thu
25.01.

13 Position 10 VS Position 9 15:30 5

14 Position 12 VS Position 11 17:55 5

QUARTER FINALS

Fri
 26.01.

15 1st Group A VS 2nd Group C 15:30 4

16 1st Group C VS 2nd Group A 17:55 4

Sat
27.01.

17 1st Group B VS 2nd Group D 15:30 5

18 1st Group D VS 2nd Group B 17:55 5

PLAY OFFS POSITION 5 - 8

Sun 
28.01.

19 Loser Game No. 16 VS Loser Game No. 18 15:30 4

20 Loser Game No. 15 VS Loser Game No. 17 17:55 4

SEMI FINALS

Mon 
29.01.

21 Winner Game No. 16 VS Winner Game No. 18 15:30 5

22 Winner Game No. 15 VS Winner Game No. 17 17:55 5

POSITION 5 - 8

Tue 
30.01.

23 Loser Game No. 19 VS Loser Game No. 20 15:30 4

24 Winner Game No. 19 VS Winner Game No. 20 17:55 4

POSITION 3 - 4

Wed 
31.01. 25 Loser Game No. 21 VS Loser Game No. 22 15:30 5

Official CarrierOfficial Medical Partner Official Sportswear PartnerOfficial Partners Branding PartnerOfficial Travel Agency Technical PartnerOfficial Hotel Hospitality Partner

Platinum Sponsors Gold SponsorsStrategic PartnerOrganizers

FINAL

Wed 
31.01. 26 Winner Game No. 21 VS Winner Game No. 22 17:55 5

Games Schedule
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